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Abstract. From the standpoint of the final (or terminal) algebra semantics of algebraic specifica- 
tions, this paper considers the problem of deciding, for a given specification of an abstract data 
type, whether it is a data type extension. It is shown that the problem is undecidable, but there 
exists a large class of specifications which are data type extensions. 
1. Introduction 
Abstract data type and its algebraic specifications are pointed out to be useful 
for the design and validation of large software systems [1]. Recently, the final (or 
terminal) algebra semantics of algebraic specifications has received much attention 
because of the advantage that it gives a natural semantics, and for a specification 
a variety of the implementations are allowed [1-3, 6-9]. Our investigation stands 
on this approach. 
In the case where some new abstract data type is specified using old ones, it is 
often required that a specification of the new type is a data type extension, that is, 
it does not alter the semantics of the old types [3, 6, 7, 9]. So, this paper considers 
the problem of deciding, for a given specification of a data type, whether it is a 
data type extension. We first show that the problem is undecidable ven if several 
restriction conditions are imposed on specifications. Next, we give some sufficient 
conditions for establishing data type extensions. By these conditions, it is certified 
that many of the specifications are so. 
2. Preliminaries 
We will use the terminology of [3, 6-8]. 
A specification FS(D) of an abstract data type D is a triplet (S, Z, E) where S 
is a finite set of sorts which denote data domains, Z a finite set of operations, and 
E a finite set of axioms. For an operation f :  s~ x. • • x sn -~ sn+~ e Z, sorts s~, . . . ,  s, e S 
are said to be domain sorts and s,+~  S is said to be a range sort. A designated sort 
SD~ S (called TOI in [1]) denotes the state domain of D. 
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Let T:r be a set of terms (i.e., expressions constructed from ,~) and let T~(x) be 
a set of terms with variables X. An axiom e ~ E is a pair (lhs, rhs) E T;~(x) x Tz(x), 
written lhs = = rhs. Let - E be the smallest congruence relation on Tz(x) containing 
lhs ---E rhs where (lhs, rhs) ~ E. 
We presuppose the existence of Boolean, that is, SBoo~ e S, and True, False: - Saoo, 
are constants, i.e., 0-ary operations (for specification FS(Bool) of type Bool, see 
[2, 6, 7]). For FS(D)  = (S, X, E) ,  if True ~r  False, then FS(D)  is said to be consistent. 
For s e S, let T~,s be the subset of Tx having range sort s. For t, t '~ Tz,, (where 
s e S), t and t' are said to have the same behavior, written t ~ t', if, for all t re  T~,sBoo,, 
cr =--~ (r[t'/t]. Here, tr[t'/t] is a term obtained from cr by replacing arbitrary one of 
occurrences of t in tr by t'. I f  there do not exist occurrences of t, then cr[t'/t] = tr. 
Relation =E is a congruence and a quotient algebra T~/~E is said to be the final 
(or terminal) algebra [3, 9]. 
Let FS(D)=(S, ,Y, ,E)  and let FS(D')=(S', ,Y, ' ,E')  where S'c_S, ~,'a_,Y, and 
E '_  E. Then, type D (or FS(D) )  is said to be a data type extension of type D'  (or 
FS(D') )  if, for all t, t 'e T~,, t ~E, t' implies t =~ t'. Type D (or FS(D))  is said to 
be sufficiently complete on D '  (or FS(D') )  if for all t e T~.~ (where s e S') there exists 
a term u ~ T~,,~ such that t ~ E u. 
We are interested in hierarchical specifications uch that a specification FS(D)  
of some new type D is defined using old ones, which are said to be lower types of 
D. Let D , , . . . ,  Dk be the lower types of D and let FS(D~)= (S~, X~, E~), where 
so¢:S~, l~i<~Ic Then, FS(D)=(S , ,~ ,E)  is said to be hierarchical if S={SD}W 
(I._Ji Si), ~, = .~w ([._.Jf ~i), E = M u ([._Ji Ei) hold for some ~, M where, fo r f : s ,  ×. • • x 
s, os ,+,~,  {SD}~_{Sl,...,s,,s,+I}~_{So, SD, ...,SD~} and for each axiom 
lhs = = rhs in M, lhs contains at least one operation in ~. For such ~, M and 
~= {so , , . . . ,  SD~}, triplet (~7, o%, M) is said to be the partial specification PS(D)  of 
type D. By the above definition, FS(D)  is uniquely determined by PS(D)  and 
specifications of the lower types. For a term t ~ T~, t is said to be a term of lower 
types if t ~ Tz, for some i, 1 <~ i ~ k. 
It is preferable that specification FS(D)  satisfies the following conditions A,-A4 
(for a reason, see [1, 6-8]). 
A, :  FS(D)  is consistent. 
As: FS(D)  is hierarchical. 
Aa: FS(D)  is sufficiently complete on all its lower types. 
A4: FS(D)  is a data type extension of all its lower types. 
Let the problem of deciding whether FS(D)  satisfies Ai, 1 <~ i <~ 4, be denoted by 
P(Ai).  Note that problem P(A2) is a trivial one. 
3. Undecidability of problem P(A4) 
It is known that both problems P(A,) and P(A3) are undecidable [1, 8]. However, 
some sufficient conditions for establishing A, or A3 were obtained. For A,, the 
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Church-Rosser (CR) property [4] is such a st~fficient condition [8, 1] and is tested 
by the Knuth-Bendix algorithm [5] if the term rewriting system ~ (that is, for 
each axiom rewriting from the left-hand side to the right-hand side) is finite- 
terminating. For m3,  some sufficient conditions were given in [1]. 
In this section we show that problem P(A4) is undecidable even if some restriction 
conditions are imposed on specifications, that is, it is undecidable for a class of 
specifications such that they satisfy A~-A3 and term rewriting systems have the CR 
property and finite-termination property. Let such a class of specifications be denoted 
by ~. 
Theorem 1. Problem P(A4) is undecidable for c¢. 
Proof. We associate ach instance P of the post correspondence problem with a 
specification FS(Dp) in c¢ such that FS(Dp) is a data type extension iff P has no 
solutions. 
Let P= ((ul, v l ) , . . . ,  (u,, vn)) where ui, vi~{a, b} +, 1 ~< i<~ n. We assume that 
specification FS(Bool) of data type Bool has been already given. We also assume 
the existence of specifications FS(Setl) of data type Setl expressing {a, b} and 
FS(Set2) of data type Set2 expressing {1,2 , . . . ,  n}. 
We first specify data type String as follows. 
PS(String(U)) 
= (if1 = {Bool, U}, 1 
~:l = { Null 
J !  
: -> String 
: U x String-> String 
Eqs : String x String-> Bool 
Append: String x String-> String}, 
= {x, y ~ String, m, m' ~ U, 
Eqs(m- x, m' .  y) = = if Equ(m, m') then Eqs(X, y) else False 2 
Eqs(Null, Null) 
Eqs(Null, m. x) 
Eqs(m • x, Null) 
= = True  
= = False 
= = False 
Append(m- x, y) = = m. Append(x, y) 
Append(Null, y) = = y}). 
Here, U is  a type variable and x, y are variables of sort Sst,~ng and m, m' are variables 
of sort Su. Henceforth, we consider String(Setl) and String(Set2) where we assume 
that Equ(x ,y )  = = True iff x=y for U=Set l ,  Set2. 
l We simply use Bool, U instead of sorts saoo~, sty. 
2 We assume m-  x =-  (m, x). 
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Specifications of  data types We, Me, De are defined as follows: 
PS(We) = ( if2 = {String(Set 1 ), Strifig(Set2)}, 
0%2={f : --> We, l<~i<~n, 
: W;  x We--> We 
L : Wp --> String(Setl) 
R : We--> String(Setl) 
Suf: We --> String(Set2)}, 
se2 = { x, y, z ~ We, 




- -  ui, l~<i~<n,  
= = Append(u ,  L(x)) ,  1 <~ i<~ n, 
- -  vi, l<~i<~n,  
R( f "  x) = = Append(v ,  R(x) ) ,  1 <~ i <~ n, 
Suf( f )  - - i. Null, 1 ~< i<~ n, 
Su f ( f .  x )= = i. Suf(x), 1 ~< i<~ n}), 
PS( Mp ) = ( O-3 = { We}, 
0%3 = {hi, h:: We-'>Me 
O:  Me--> We}, 
sg3= { x ~ We, 
O(h , (x ) )  = = x 
O(h2(x) )  = = x}) ,  
PS(Dp) = (if4 = { Bool, Me}, 
0%4 = {g : Me -'> Dr, 
Out : De --> Bool}, 
~4={x~ we, 
Out(g(h~(x))) = = i f  Eqs(L (x ) ,  R (x ) )  then True else False 
Out(g(h2(x) ) )  = = False}). 
Let FS(De) = (S, ~, E). Then, it is straightforward to show that the term rewriting 
system ~E is finite-terminating. So, its proof  is omitted. Further, ~E satisfies the 
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CR property because there exist no critical pairs of ~ (see [4, 5]). Thus, condition 
A~ holds. It is clear that FS(Dp) satisfies A2. Condition A3 holds if Wp, Mp and 
String(Setl) satisfy A3, since there exists a term we{True, False} such that 
Out(g(hm(t))) =-~w for any term t having range sort Sw~. That W~,, Mp and 
String(Setl) satisfy A3 can be easily proved by structural induction. Thus, FS(De) 
Now we show that FS(Dp) satisfies A4 iff P has no solutions. Let FS(Mp)= 
(S', ,Y', E'). By the above specification, for any terms t~, t2 ~ T:~,~,,,, t~ =~, t2 and 
t~ ~E, t2 hold if and only if {h, t2} = {hi(u), h2(u)} holds for some term u having 
range sort sw~. For such a pair (hl(u),h2(u)), h l (u )~h2(u)  holds iff 
Out(g(hl(u))) =---~ False, since Out(g(h2(u))) -E  False. However, Out(g(hl(u))) 
------~ False for all u having range sort sw~ iff P has no solutions. It 
follows that FS(Dp) satisfies A4 itt P has no solutions. Hence, P(A4) is undecidable 
fo r~.  [] 
4. Sufficient conditions for establishing A4 
Throughout his section, we assume that FS(D) = (S, ,Y, E), PS(D) = (3, 3~, M) 
where ~r = {so, , . . . ,  sok} and FS(Di) = (Si, ,S~, Ei), 1 ~< i <~ k. To give sufficient condi- 
tions for establishing A4, we first define a class of specifications called free. 
Definition. Data type D (or its specification) is said to be flee if for each axiom in 
M, the left-hand side is a term constructed from 3~ and variables of {so} u 3-, that 
is, it does not contain any operation of the lower types. 3
It is easy to write a non-free specification which does not satisfy A4. For example, 
for PS(Dp) in the previous section consider an axiom Out(g(hl(x)))= = True 
insteadofOut(g( h~( x) ) ) = = ifEqs( L(x), R(x) ) then True else False.Then, hi(x) ~e  
h=(x) holds, so that the new specification does not satisfy A4. So we assume that 
specifications are free and belong to rg, hereafter. 
Let ~ be a subclass of free specifications such that FS(D) s ~ iff FS(D) • ~ and 
one of the following conditions (1), (2) holds: 
(1) For each axiom in M, any variable does not occur in the left-hand side twice 
or more. 
(2) For each lower type Di (1 <~ i ~< k) of D, either a number of equivalence classes 
of Tz,.so, is infinite (that is, there exists an infinite number of terms u~, u2, • •., ui,. • • 
in Tz,.so, such that uj ~ ,  uj, i f j  ~j ' ) ,  or for any u, v in T.~,,so, u ~E, v implies u -~,  v. 
We show that all elements of ~ satisfy A4. 
3 We assume that the ax ioms concern ing  i f - the~-e lse  (i.e., if T rue then x else y = = x, i f  False then x 
else y = = y)  do not  be long  to ~¢. 
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Definition. For terms t, t '~ Tz, t' is said to be similar to t if t '=  t [v~/u~,. . . ,  Vm/U,,] 
for some terms u~, . . . ,  u,,,, v~, . . . ,  Vm of lower types such that u~ =~ v~, 1 <~j<~ m 
where Ei~ ~ {E l , . . .  , Ek}.  4 
Notation. Let 3~ (~*)  be the transitive (reflexive transitive) closure of ~e .  
Lemma. FS(D)  ~ ~ satisfies A~ if the following property ( * ) holds: 
(*)  For any ~, ~' ~ T~.,~,o, , if ~' is similar to ~ and ~ 3 +~ ~, then there exist terms 
71, 71' such that ~ 3 ~ 77, ~' ~*~ ~q' and 77' is similar to ~7. 
Proof. For any terms u, u' of lower types, we show that u ~,  u' implies u =~ u' 
for i ( l<~i<~k), that is, for all ~T~.~oo, ,~-e~[u ' /u  ] holds. By FS(D)~,  
3"  w for w ~ {True, False}. Let s ~' = s~[u'/u]. I f  ~c = w, then s c' is a term of lower 
types by the definition of similarity, so that ~:' =e, s c for some i (1 <~ i~ < k). Since 
True ¢=~, False and A3 holds (i.e., s c' -e  True or ~:' ---~ False), it follows that s c - -es  ¢', 
as claimed. Otherwise, ~: ~ w holds. So there exist termsr/ ,  r/' satisfying (*).  By 
the CR property, 77 ~*  w holds, so that the above process is repeated by substituting 
rl for s c. Finite terminating property ensures that s c 3"  w, ~' ~*  w' and w' is similar 
to w. Hence, w ~ ~ w' holds by w ~ {True, False}. Thus, ~ ~ ~ ~'. [] 
Theorem 2. I f  FS(D)  ~ ~, then FS(D)  satisfies A4. 
Proof. By the previous lemma, we show that if FS (D)  ~ ~, then property ( * ) holds. 
By FS(D)  s ~, FS(D)  satisfies condition (1) or (2). Consider the case where condition 
(1) holds. In this case, if ~' is similar to ~ and ~: ~ *1 using an axiom e e M, then 
it is obvious that e is applicable to ~:', and if ~' 3~ 7?' using e, then ~7' is similar to 
rl, because D is free and condition (1) holds. Hence, (*)  holds. 5 
In the case where condition (2) holds, let ~:' be similar to ~ and let ~ 3~ ~. If  
does not contain any operation in ,~, then ~: = ~, ~ holds for some i (1 <~ i <~ k), so 
that ~' is similar to ~. Thus, (*)  holds, since ~' 3"  ~:'. So, let ~ contain operations 
in ~:. Without loss of generality, we can assume that axioms except ~t can not be 
applied to s c and s c'. So, if u, u 'e  T~,.~,, are subterms of s ¢ or ~' and u -=~, u' for some 
i ( l<~i<~k), then u=u'  holds, by the CR property. This ensures that ~:'= 
~[v~/u~,. . . ,  Vm/Um] for some terms u l , . . . ,  Us, v~, . . . ,  Vm of lower types where 
uj~-e,jvj and uj~F.,vj ,  l<-j<~m, l<~/j~<k- Let ~" be a term obtained from ~ as 
follows: for each i (1 <~ i ~< k), if w~, . . . ,  w,,,, ~ T~,.~o, are all the subterms of g and 
a number of equivalence classes of Tz,,~o, is infinite, then ~" is obtained by replacing 
w~, . . . ,  w,,, by o~, . . . ,  Ore, where o~, . . . ,  ore, are pairwise inequivalent. Such a _~" 
4 I f  we use the notation from [4], then t [v~/u~, . . . ,  vm/u=] is equal to t[ai*-vi,  1 <~ i<~ m] where 
t /  ai = ui, 1 <~ i <~ m and a l , . . . ,  am are pairwise disjoint. 
5 I f  e is an axiom concerning if-then-else, then (*) also holds, since if u ~z,v  and u e {True, False}, 
then v~*  u. 
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can be obtained since condition (2) holds. Sufficient completeness of D ensures 
that ~:" ~ 7/" using some axiom e in M. By the construction of ~", e is also applicable 
to ~: and s c'. If ~ ~e 7/ and ~' ~s  ~7' using axiom e, then 7/' is similar to ~7, since D 
is free. Hence, (*) holds. [] 
We can show another subclass ~ '  of free specifications uch that FS(D)s  ~'  
implies that FS(D) is a data type extension. 
Notation. I f  ~ :~ 7/ using an axiom in M, let the reduction be denoted by 
n. 
Definition. FS(D) is said to be nested if there exists a well-founded relation (see 
[4]) > on T~ satisfying the following conditions (N1), (N2). 
(N1) If  ~ r/, then ~:> r ! holds. 
(N2) If ~:> r /and ~:', 7/' are similar to s c, r/, respectively, then ~:'> 7/' holds. 
Let ~ '  be a subclass of free specifications such that FS(D)~ ~'  iff FS(D) belongs 
to c~ and is nested. 
Theorem 3. I f  FS(D) ~ ~',  then FS(D) satisfies A4. 
Proof. Let U be the subset of T2 .~ x T~.~oo ' which consists of pairs (~:, g') such 
that ~:' is similar to s c. We define a relation > on U as follows: for each (~¢, s¢'), 
(r/, r/') in U, (~:, ~:')> (r/, rl' ) iff ~:> r/and ~:'> rl'. Then, the relation is well founded. 
We prove the theorem by induction on >. 
Assume that (~¢~, ~:2) ~ U is least, that is, there exist no (r/a, 772) such that (~:1, so2) > 
(r/1 , 772 ). Then, ~:t, ~:2 do not contain any operation in ~, because, otherwise, there 
exist Ki, ~'2 such that ~:i ~ '~-~)  6"i and some axiom in M is applicable to ~i, i = 1, 
2, by sufficient completeness of FS(D), so (~'i, ~'2) is not least, and this contradicts 
that (~:l, ~:2) is least, by condition (N2) (note that ~:i is similar to ~'i). Hence, ~:l ~e, ~:2 
for some i ( 1 ~ i ~< k). It follows that ~:l - ~, ~¢2 by ~:l, ~2 ~ T~.~o,, so ~:l --- E ~:2- 
Let (sol., ~:2) ~ U be not least. Assuming that for all (o'l, 0.2) such that (O'l, 0.2) < 
(~1, ~2), (71 ~EO'2, we show ~l ~E~2" Let ~i~gE_~[)~i:: :~t Tli , i= 1, 2. Then, ~i is 
similar to Ki and ~i > r/i. Since K2 is similar to ~l, let K2 = Kl[Vl/Ul,..., Vm/U,,] where 
u~, vj are terms of lower types and uj =E~, vj for some jl (1 ~<jl~<k), l<- j~m. Let 
be a term obtained from ~l as follows: for each j  (1 <~j~< m), ~ is obtained from 
~l by replacing all occurrences of uj, v~ appearing Kl by uj (where if there exists a 
u~ such that ui ~ ,  u~ for some Et (1 ~< l<~ k) and i <j ,  then replace them by ui having 
such a least suffix i instead of u~). Note that if ~' is obtained from K2 in the same 
way, then K'= ~. By the definition of K and freeness of FS(D), it is ensured that if 
~'i ~ rh an axiom tz~ in M, i = 1, 2, then both al and a2 are applicable to ~. So, let 
~ 0.g using ai, i=  1, 2. Certainly, o'i is similar to r/i, i=  1, 2. Condition (N2) 
ensures that ~i > o'i by K~ > ~7i, i = 1, 2, and K2 > o-i and K~ > 0-2 since K1, K2 are similar 
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to ~2, ~l, respectively. Since o.i -=~ o.2, ~1 -~2 holds if ~/1 -=~ ~rl and 712 ~EOr2 • The 
latter is justified by induction hypotheses, ince by (~,  ~2) > (rh, o.~) and (~1, ~2) > 
((rE, ~72), (~:1, ~:2) > (rh, O.~) and (~:1, ~:2) > (o'2,772) hold. By the above arguments, for 
each pair (~:1, ~2) in U, ~l -=E~2. This ensures that FS(D) satisfies A4. [] 
It is possible to define some well-founded relations atisfying (N2). For example, 
as a measuring function of term ~ we can consider the number m(~) of operations 
in ~ appearing in ~, that is, ~> 77 iff m(~)> m(~7). Whether condition (NI) holds 
or not is obvious. As another measuring function of term g, the greatest depth n(~) 
to which operations in ~ are nested in ~: can be considered. 
5. Concluding remark 
We have shown that it is undecidable whether specifications are data type 
extensions even if they are sufficiently complete and the term rewriting systems have 
the CR property and finite-termination property (i.e., belong to ~). Further, we 
have shown that freeness of specifications i closely related to data type extensions, 
that is, many free specifications are data type extensions, and there exists a non-free 
specification which is not so. Specifications of almost all data types can be written 
without effort as they are free and satisfy one of the three conditions (1), (2), and 
that they are nested in Section 4. Thus, our result will be practically sufficient. 
However, it is theoretically interesting whether all the free specifications in ~ are 
data type extensions. We conjecture that this problem will be solved positively by 
an extension of ideas introduced in this paper. 
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